Interim Handlist

Collection reference  MS VEI 1
Collection title  Papers of James Veitch ( -c.1694), minister of Mauchline
1691
Shelfmark(s)  MS VEI 1
About this handlist  Scan of an older typescript list
Χριστός ἀπόστολος: or, The apostolick-office of Christ, explained and vindicated from Heb. 2. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. and other parallel places of Scripture. Edinburgh, Heir of A. Anderson, 1691. 4°. [9], 367p. [Titlepage only is printed. Main text is.] Dedication to Hugh Campbell, Earl of Loudoun in Veitch's hand, and signed by him; remaining pages of MS in another hand.]